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Abstract
Sales and demand forecasting is one the most critical tasks of enterprises. It lays the foundation
for many other essential business assumptions, such as cash flows, profit margins, turnover,
capacity planning, and capital expenditure. This report presents a solution for the case study of
forecasting monthly sales of one of the largest retail stores in Europe, Rossman chain stores.
There are three steps in which this problem will be handled. First, a complete and comprehensive
exploratory data analysis will be done to understand the data and perform feature engineering.
Secondly, a time series will be modeled by autoregressive models using machine learning and
neural networks. Thirdly, these models will be evaluated with standard time series evaluation
metrics. Some of the commonly used approaches to achieving the prediction value or models
include the ARIMA and classification-based modeling techniques for forecasting.
The literature review indicates that these aspects are hard to choose due to the need for
matching the supply and demand of consumers being critical as more consumers prefer more
reliable companies and companies that can consistently deliver on what they need and when
they need. People have underappreciated machine learning’s ability to make data-driven
predictions. Still, given the analysis results, companies are now starting to realize its potential
and are investing more in this technology.

Keywords: demand forecasting, demand prediction
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Chapter 1 – Foundation
1.1 Background
Companies that sell products have always tried to predict the sales and demand of a
particular product. Knowing how many items will sell in a specific period can save them a lot of
money. There are two types of situations that companies want to avoid: overstocking and
understocking. Understocking is when the supply of a product does not meet the demand for
that product. Understocking happens when a customer comes to your store to buy the product
but finds out it’s not available. A product that is not available can lead to customer frustration
and dissatisfaction, and they might even lose interest in that particular product if it happens
often. Overstocking or stock surplus refers to a company ordering or making more products than
the demand. Sometimes companies cannot use or sell the products later because they are
expired or old. These problems originate from failing to control the companies’ inventory, leading
to a considerable sum of loss for the company and might even lead to bankruptcy if it happens
often.
In this modern age, many companies have employed artificial intelligence to do so many
tasks, even those that humans might not do as efficiently as a machine would. Companies like
Amazon and Alibaba have used machine learning to predict the demand of the products and use
it to control the inventory. The most effective way to understand the demand is by analyzing past
patterns and predicting future demand. This practice is also known as forecasting. The analysis
methodology used in forecasting is called time series analysis which represents something
happening over time. Businesses consider patterns and trends to predict what will happen and
then use them in their plans, such as preparing the inventory or hiring additional employees.
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1.2 Statement of Problem
In today’s world, one of the significant aspects e-commerce companies places a high value
on is keeping their inventory levels at a level where the supply perfectly matches the demand.
This practice is also known as supply-demand matching, and companies are willing to spend
substantial financial and human resources to do this. According to survey results published in
Tompkins whitepaper, real-time balancing of supply and demand minimizes the inventory,
shortens lead times, and maximizes revenue (Tyndall & Kane, 2013). To achieve this, they must
forecast the demand for products and supply according to that demand. It also helps companies
analyze which products they have to restock and when. This is a crucial problem because
products getting out of stock or even under stock can cause substantial financial loss. Therefore,
restocking is considered a very threatening situation to the company and the company’s
profitability amid highly competitive environments and other market players. Matching the
supply and demand of consumers is critical as more consumers prefer more reliable companies
and companies that can consistently deliver on what they need and when they need it.

1.3 Project Goals
In this project, the sales and demand forecasting dataset of Rossman will be used.
Rossman is one of the largest drug store chains in Europe, with stores in Germany, Poland,
Hungry, Turkey, Spain, etc. The store has provided the dataset for the community to perform the
task of demand forecasting. Currently, store managers try to forecast their daily sales for six
weeks; however, it is a tedious task and takes many human resources. The results of the manual
forecasting are not that great and varied across store branches due to the interpretation of each
manager. There are many factors in the dataset that might impact sales, for example,
promotions, seasonality, competitions, and locality. In this project, a demand forecasting model
will be built to predict the sales happening across each store in the future. Preprocessing will also
be done on the dataset before modeling, including handling the outliers and missing values and
performing spectral analysis. The trends and patterns across the data will be looked into, such as
sales, seasonality, and the impact of other economic factors.
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1.4 Methodology
The methodology used during the project’s implementation is the CRISP-DM or crossindustry process for data mining. It follows an approach that starts with business understanding,
data understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation, and deployment.

1.4.1 Business Understanding
Rossman is a drug store chain with around 1,000 stores across Europe. Understanding the
business and industry is essential as an initial step to know if and how the company impacts sales.
In addition to that, industry knowledge is also crucial because sometimes the industry impacts
sales; for example, drug stores usually sell more drugs in the winter seasons because people get
fever and colds more often.

1.4.2 Data Understanding
In this project, the Rossman chain store dataset will be used. It consists of historical sales
data of 1,115 Rossman stores across Europe during 2.5 years. The dataset is available on Kaggle
(Rossmann Store Sales, 2015). This dataset will be used to forecast the stores’ sales given in the
test set provided by Rossman. In addition to that, several time series methods will be used to
build a comprehensive model.
Several different approaches will be employed to understand the behavior and trends
across the data. The seasonality, trends, and other factors will have to be analyzed, as it might
be necessary to know why sales of Rossman chain stores behave the way it behaves. First, an
exploratory data analysis, also known as EDA, will be performed using pandas and other graph
libraries such as plotly, matplotlib, seaborn, etc. These libraries are generally used to illustrate
the data graphically. These visualizations are crucial for time series data as they can make it easier
to understand several aspects of data. A principal component analysis will also be conducted to
analyze which features have the most impact on sales.
To start, below are the attributes in the data and their respective description (Rossmann
Store Sales, 2015).
Attribute
Id
Store
Sales
Customers
Open

Description
An identifier that represents the store and date duple.
A unique identifier for the store.
The turnover for a day (this is the attribute to be predicted).
The number of customers in a day.
0 = The store is closed.
1 = The store is open.
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StateHoliday

SchoolHoliday
StoreType
Assortment

CompetitionDistance
CompetitionOpenSince[Month/Year]
Promo
Promo2

Promo2Since[Year/Week]
PromoInterval

Indicates if there is a state holiday.
a = Public Holiday
b = Easter Holiday
c = Christmas
0 = None
Indicates if there is a school holiday.
There are four different store types: a, b, c, d
Assortment levels:
a = Basic
b = Extra
c = Extended
Distance (in meters) to the nearest competitor store.
Approximate date of the competitor store opening.
Indicates if there is a promotion running in the store this day.
Indicates a continuing promotion for some stores, to differentiate:
0 = store is not having a continuing promotion.
1 = store has a continuing promotion.
Indicates the date since the continuing promotion started (year/week).
Consecutive intervals Pormo2 started, naming the months. For example,
“Feb,May,Aug,Nov” means that the round began in February, May, August,
November of each year.

This information will make it easier to analyze the data and understand what to predict to
forecast retail demand.

1.4.3 Data Preparation
After performing the principal component analysis and knowing which features have the
most impact on sales, feature engineering will be performed to derive the features, eliminate the
features that do not impact sales, and handle missing values and outliers. Fourier features and
external data might also help build the forecasting models. External data might include state data
such as which stores belong to which state and then information about that state, or even data
from social media platforms such as Twitter that will help understand why there was an impact
on sales.

1.4.4 Modeling
After the data preparation, the result will be clean and filtered, ready for modeling. First,
a base model will be built using either simple linear regression or random forest using all the
features given in the data set. Secondly, the previous PCA observations from the earlier stage
and the newly derived columns will be used with the same base models. Thirdly, other machine
learning models such as decision tree regressor, LSTMs, SGD regressor, XGBoost, random forest
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regressor, neural networks, and other deep learning models will be used. Specific time series
models such as SARIMA, ARIMA, or SARIMAX might also be employed as part of this project. In
addition to that, Facebook’s Bayesian structural model, called Prophet, might also be used for
the given task as this library is famous for easy-to-use seasonality, holidays, and trends models
(Taylor & Letham, 2017).

1.4.5 Evaluation and Deployment
In machine learning, a common approach involves training models or combining them on
a training set and evaluating their performance on holdout sets, such as test or validation
datasets. For this particular project, the evaluation will be done on the test set provided by the
Rossman retail store itself on the same Kaggle dataset link (Rossmann Store Sales, 2015). The
metric used will be R-squared, Mean Absolute Error, Median Absolute Error, Mean Squared Error,
Mean Absolute Percentage Error, and Root Mean Square Percentage Error. Eventually, this model
can be applied later on to other datasets if they contain the same features to put this model into
production use and deploy it.

1.5 Limitations of the Study
Due to the nature of the research, the machine learning and AI capabilities are shown to
require time and resources to collect data, analyze, and develop the model. Thus, for such
research, the implementation or execution period is very long using data collected from scratch
compared to data obtained from online sources that have already been compiled and sometimes
cleaned off the erroneous data. As a result, the study uses a theoretical systematic view approach
of analyzing the existing solutions to the problem presented in the study. Therefore, the scope
of the project is limited to the data aspects that have been used or achieved. Despite the ability
of machine learning to change the way people handle and appreciate computing technology
power, there is still a lot of bias and early brush-off with the possibilities that can be opened for
this particular aspect in business. Thus, the scope is limited and affects the entire project research
and analysis.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review
2.1 Artificial Intelligence and Forecasting
Artificial Intelligence has taken over the world by storm. Artificial intelligence does
manual human tasks more efficiently and effectively, saving big corporations hundreds and
thousands of dollars. There are many fields where artificial intelligence has made the lives of
humans easier by doing long and hard-working tasks, for example, analyzing the pattern of the
soil for oil drilling and then predicting the place of drilling. It has also eased the average day-today human life; for example, many tasks can be done using artificial intelligence assistants like
Cortana, Siri, Alexa, and Google Home.
Artificial intelligence is already an essential part of many running businesses, but the
growth of computing technology and possibilities is becoming more commonplace. The first AI
application that was implemented into the workplace was IBM’s Watson back in 2006, and this
has steadily become more important in business. With the ability to respond to any question
asked with instant precision, give accurate predictions about future happenings, and make
connections between disparate data points, AI will soon be something every business uses. Many
have already implemented the capabilities of computing power. IBM’s Watson has been used to
take legal advice from the firm to research and report on potential problems (Malik, 2021). This
program demonstrated how AI could be used in areas other than calculating, such as spelling and
grammar checking functions. The same formula was also used in 2013 in searching for and
retrieving documents and evidence in court. One type of use is through IBM’s cognitive
computing, where the machine can make decisions about things it needs to bring into the world
(Strickland, 2019). For example, this could be when a computer needs to decide whether or not
to hire someone for a position. This is just a tiny application of how businesses have already
implemented AI into their processes.
Forecasting is no different from the other applications of AI and majorly excels in this
aspect. This includes weather forecasting, stock price forecasting, or sales or demand forecasting;
AI has revolutionized the whole field. Demand forecasting is essential for large e-commerce
companies because they can neither afford understocking nor overstocking. Understocking
affects direct sales, customers start to lose interest in the product, and overstocking causes
money loss due to wastage of products because there is not enough demand. Demand
forecasting models cater to the overstocking and understocking cases and forecast when the
demand increases or decreases (Wright & Schultz, 2018). For example, Amazon sells way more
products on Christmas than on other regular days; the same is the case for Black Friday. This kind
of forecasting is crucial because of how big an impact it can create on a company financially and
save companies money if done right.
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Forecasting is a time-consuming and challenging process, but it’s also essential to any
business. With the advent of artificial intelligence, many companies have been exploring this
technology to simplify forecasting processes. When competition is fierce, and businesses are
always looking to maintain an edge over their competitors, AI seems promising. After evaluating
the value of artificial intelligence in forecasting processes, many companies look upon this
computing power to make their businesses worth the competition (Sestino & Mauro, 2021).
Knowing and understanding the importance of such a model, companies have invested
vast amounts of financial and human resources in improving the model and increasing demand
forecasting accuracy. Researchers have developed several approaches to build a model which
can work on a wide variety of data. With the start of the internet age, we now have a considerable
amount of data that we can work on. Recent work in this field proposed an approach known as
computational intelligence to predict the newly published books’ sales (Castillo, et al., 2017).
Another strategy for forecasting daily food sales is using a hybrid seasonal approach using the
moving average technique (Lu & Kao, 2016).
Some companies and institutions open-source their data so people from the community
can practice and develop models; afterward, they can use that model for their use. In contrast,
some companies hire engineers to build such a model. Being the leading example of an ecommerce website, Amazon has done a lot of forecasting work, including its time series
forecasting tool (Amazon Web Services, 2021). Furthermore, another case on the US official
census bureau’s retail dataset used several techniques such as non-linear auto-regressive models
and multi-step ahead forecasting models for forecasting (Nunnari & Nunnari, 2017).

2.2 Balancing Supply and Demand
Businesses need to balance their supply and demand for a more competitive value. A
company will need to increase the supply if their demand is high or lower demand if their supply
is high. Low demand coupled with low supply would also suggest that a business looks into
optimization and efficiency. One tool that companies could use to maintain the equilibrium is the
concept of marginal-cost pricing. Marginal cost is the extra cost to produce one other unit of
output. If a business uses marginal costing, it will price its product higher when supply is high and
lower when supply is low. Companies also need to be aware that pricing too high may sacrifice
sales volume while pricing too low can result in a lost profit margin.
Businesses should consider what will happen if their strategies are ineffective in
maintaining balance through their economic decisions. They should be aware of which methods
are optimal for maximizing profit and minimizing losses; however, they should also understand
why these choices were optimal for them. The economic decisions should be carefully thought
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out and well-informed, not based on spur-of-moment situations. A business should keep its
strategy as flexible as possible to allow for further adjustments because as the levels of supply
and demand change, so too must a company’s pricing strategies. In economics, an equilibrium
price is when the quantity supplied equals the quantity demanded by a product or service in a
competitive market. Equilibrium generally implies an ideal state that doesn’t often occur “in real
life.” The word “equilibrium” is used in several related senses. It can be defined that there is some
price at which the quantity demanded and the amount supplied is equal at any given moment.
However, this is much more difficult to achieve or detect in the competitive market.
Despite the critical nature or need to balance the demand and supply of the goods or
products from the company to the market, many companies still face significant challenges in
managing this aspect. A company can maintain a healthy balance of demand and supply by
ensuring that its output or supply matches the amount demanded by consumers or the demand,
producing enough products to meet consumer needs, but not too much. It ensures that
producers’ costs are kept at a minimum and minimizes excess inventory. However, it can be
challenging to maintain this balance when external factors like changes in demand or changes in
price affect the situation (Goralski & Tan, 2020). For example, suppose there’s a sudden increase
in demand due to an anticipated drought during the summer months. In that case, it may be
impossible for manufacturers to meet this increased consumer need without significantly
increasing production costs. Therefore, it is a challenge for companies that usually experience a
decrease in demand during the summer months.
In marketing, one of these challenges is managing price and promotional strategies to
balance demand and supply without affecting profitability, as this involves marketing techniques
like pricing strategies, promotions, and distribution methods. The key here is to match the proper
marketing technique with each product’s demand curve. Another example will be if the company
has an agreement with its suppliers that prevents it from changing prices unless other companies’
prices vary. In the above example, the company may have to absorb higher costs for increased
production costs. The challenge here would be to find ways to reduce those production costs
without breaking the agreement with its suppliers. This balancing act is essential for a company’s
long-term financial health and success. A common situation occurs when a company does not
have enough inventory to meet the expected demand or the supply. This is common in retail
environments where retailers make decisions based on anticipated sales volume each week.
When demand exceeds the retailer’s supply, retailers usually experience higher-than-expected
loss and overstocking costs (Wilkes, et al., 2021). Retailers may be unable to quickly buy enough
new products to fill their customers’ needs. Thus, they might have to cancel orders, lower prices,
pay employees more overtime, or some combination of these things.
This oversupply situation can cause retailers to be cash poor. To avoid or minimize these
losses, retailers must be flexible and adapt well to changing demand conditions. Retailers must
8

always adopt flexible and adaptable strategies for every stage or process. Another factor that
plays a significant role in balancing supply and demand is the manufacturer’s ability to produce
products quickly and efficiently. This production ability is essential because manufacturers can
control supply, leading to overstocking at retail stores. If the supply exceeds demand, the
manufacturer will sell the excess inventory at a lower price and possibly retail. Reselling inventory
results in a revenue loss for both the retailer and manufacturer.

2.3 Retail and Demand Management
Retail is a tricky business, even in the best of times. Merchants are faced with the
challenge of balancing supply and demand through careful inventory management. Retailers are
constantly faced with the risk of not having enough stock to meet customer demand while also
trying to avoid having too much stock on hand, leading to excess inventory costs. Demand
management happens when the company manages customer demand for its products. This
process includes forecasting the amount of product the company needs on hand, fulfilling orders
or requests at the right time, and making sure available stock meets customers’ needs (Huber &
Stuckenschmidt, 2020).
Retailers have tools to help them meet customer demand, including sophisticated data
analytics programs that can use purchase history data to forecast future customer needs.
However, even if inventory is managed optimally, other factors can still produce poor demand
management performance. These include the cost of storing inventory, the price that the
customer pays for products, and management of product loss. In addition, bottlenecks in supply
chain processes can lead to delays in fulfillment, which will upset customers and negatively impact
sales (Chawla, Singh, Lamba, Gangwani, & Soni, 2019). Retailers can use several inventory
management practices to help their stores meet demand. The optimal inventory levels for a store
depend on local market conditions and the type of products offered by the retailer.
Just-in-time production in manufacturing plants is one of the ways through which this
aspect is achieved within the business. This strategy can be used when the company does not
want to store extra product but instead produce more only when the demand arises. Another
strategy is the reorder point. With this strategy, managers establish a trigger level for reordering
products used up or sold out. For example, if the company wants to reorder a product at $10 per
unit, they would study their purchasing history to establish what price levels indicate that more
stock is needed. Such practice may result from poor forecasting or increased customer demand
for their products or services. Therefore, the company can manage its inventory even better.
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2.4 Forecasting using Machine Learning
Machine learning has become one of the most popular research areas in computer
science. It is still a young field, but it seems to be on the cusp of an explosion. The applications
are endless, but it’s not always easy to understand how to get started with machine learning. In
the last decade or so, data scientists have been building analytical models for many different
types of problems to gain insight into user behavior. Most analytic models give the users a way
to measure how much a specific factor affects an outcome, but not when. This information can
be beneficial if the organization wants to optimize for a performance metric and determine how
much to change the algorithm before launching it. The most significant barrier to building these
analytic models is generating enough data to build them (Sangrody, et al., 2018). This need for
data often leads people to speculative products and features like experiments and A/B testing.
Statistical forecasting is one of the most widely used approaches, if not the most
commonly used approach, for building predictive models where the effects don’t co-occur. It also
addresses many other problems such as seasonality, secular trends, and cyclical patterns that
aren’t easily described by a simple linear equation. Many different techniques fall under the
umbrella of statistical forecasting. The first is simple linear regression, which attempts to find the
best linear function for describing that data. This forecast is almost always a poor choice because
it assumes that all periods have an equal effect on the outcome. This assumption is often not
valid, so one must first normalize each of the periods or be unable to compare it to other periods
(Bouktif, Fiaz, Ouni, & Serhani, 2018). The following approach is called “time series analysis,” and
it’s generally used with data that has timestamps attached to every observation in the data set.
This analysis is also a practical approach to implementing the machine learning algorithms and
techniques but has its fair share of problems in forecasting.
Modern machine learning algorithms can now help companies forecast product demand,
making it easier to plan staffing levels, procurement schedules, and production runs. However,
this technology is becoming more mainstream, with most large companies investing heavily in
AI. This increase in business use of AI has led to the rise in the number of cases where machine
learning is used for forecasting. One of the best-known benefits of AI in businesses is predicting
historical stock prices movement. This method creates an image by working backward from the
present to expect what prices will be at different points in the future. One change in history is
stored as an additional piece of data. To calculate this image, each point in time is represented
by a pair of numbers representing the actual price and the prediction about what will happen
next (Raju & Laxmi, 2020). The method assumes that future prices move linearly and can be
considered probabilities. Feeding all possible predictions into one another will determine the
best-fitting curve to group all historical data points onto one curve.
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This technique was first developed by Geoffrey Hinton back in 1984. Back then, this type
of data was not widely available, so other approaches were used to estimate the future price.
However, machine learning has many ways to extract value from historical data. This method
uses an algorithm called autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) to convert
historical data into a prediction about what will happen in the future. This method allows the
algorithm to take advantage of all pieces of information while reducing noise and biases due to
missing data points or mistakes in measuring key variables (Taghiyeh, Lengacher, & Handfield,
2020). It is an effective way of dealing with large quantities of data and is very useful in calculating
future demand based on past trends.
The cognitive computing process is also being used to replace time-consuming costbenefit analyses of, particularly complex problems. However, it is beneficial for forecasting
demand because it can consider intangible costs and risks. For example, suppose an algorithm
has already demonstrated an ability to make good predictions about stock prices or sports
results. In that case, the algorithm can be used to assess the profitability of potential business
deals and reduce the risk of investments that may potentially turn out to be unprofitable.
Alternatively, it might give investors more confidence in making investments that they might
otherwise have seen as too risky.

2.5 Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) Model
The Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model is a statistical tool used to
identify and model trends. This series of models are commonly used in analyzing time series data
for forecasting and trend estimation but has also found application in other fields such as
economics and finance. The autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model allows the
user to make forecasts based on earlier periods. It’s an advanced method of time-series analysis,
which includes making simultaneous forecasts for the given period and predicting future values
based on more recent observations (Benvenuto, Giovanetti, Vassallo, Angeletti, & Ciccozzi, 2020).
There are two main components within an ARIMA decomposition: “Lagging” and “Leading.” The
lagging component has elements that are determined by data from previous periods. The leading
component consists of elements that are determined by the current data. The basic idea behind
ARIMA is that the data available to you is not necessarily helpful in predicting future values. Still,
if you can identify patterns in your data, this historical information may help you understand
what the future may look like.
The autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) series was developed to create a
type of components called “lagged” and “leading,” which are used to forecast future values based
on past values, so it utilizes information that is not currently available. ARIMA models are used
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to predict future stock prices, economic growth rates, or other variables. Generally, the model
begins with previous data (lagged) and forecasts future values based on the lagged data. In
addition to solely forecasting future values, ARIMA can also allow the users to make decisions
based on those predicted values and those from the prior period (Fattah, Ezzine, Aman, El
Moussami, & Lachhab, 2018).
To decide, the users can use all of the information from the prior period and the current
period in combination. At this point, this model is referred to as a “structural” model. If there is
a need to make a short-term decision or forecast, this model can be used for that purpose. If the
organization wants to do medium-term planning, then the model could be used. In addition to
forecasting future values, ARIMA models can also be used for extended periods of five or ten
years. The benefit of doing this is that it allows us to keep a data history. For this model to work,
there needs to be a certain amount of data to continue producing forecasts (Abonazel & AbdElftah, 2019). In general, the more data present in a time series, the closer this model can
estimate future values accurately.
Stock management using ARIMA is straightforward, given the benefits of the model. As
such, ARIMA applies to stock management and other problems that can be modeled using nonlinear time series. It is essential to pick a suitable model for the company’s situation and then
measure and verify that the predictions work out in practice. To know the model parameters of
the ARIMA model, it is necessary to know the properties of AR(p), which is used as a model for
the autoregressive (AR) and integration (IM) terms in an ARIMA (p,d) series (Lorenzato de
Oliveira, De, & Salgado Gomes de Mattos Neto, 2019). These properties are considered critical
for this time series model and thus ensure that the predictions are as accurate as possible.

2.6 Classification-based Model Selection
Classification-based systems for prediction and other statistical models have highly been
preferred and praised among previous researchers. In research by Ingham and Green (2014) use
a classification-based model selection approach to identify which features of a single-stage or
multistage process should be included in the model. This method requires the analyst to start
with an initial decision tree and then test and refine it using different models (Hui, Haiping, &
Chenming, 2019). The authors show how this technique can select the best number of stages for
a classification-based process such as measuring power consumption or forecasting rainfall.
Using an example data set consisting of four different light bulbs in two years, the authors
demonstrate this approach.
The sales data is split into training and testing samples. The analysis is performed using
the caret package in R. Classification trees classify customers based on gender, car ownership,
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and annual income. In contrast, regression trees predict future sales for each customer. Threestage models are adopted for both classification and regression analysis because this method
was shown to perform better than two-stage models in previous studies. The authors show that
trees that are not “perfectly balanced” can be selected using this method. The validation process
was performed using the random forest package in R. By providing multiple solutions to the
problem, this method allows for quick optimization of model performance, thus producing an
estimate of the optimal number of stages required to create a good fit for the data (Dey, Ma, &
Mockus, 2019). This is important because many methods produce inferences that are not robust
or reliable enough to be applied outside the testing area they were developed for.

2.7 CBM for Demand Management
Some common approaches to classification-based model selection for short time series
with noise are traditional cross-validation, holdout sampling, and one of its variants, leave-oneout. Other modeling approaches to time series data with noise may be more suitable than
conventional classification models. A complex problem in signal processing is identifying
uncertainty in system response due to the effects of noise. There should be a way to characterize
this uncertainty without performing an infinite number of observations. This study introduces
and evaluates a novel approach for the classification-based model selection (CBM) problem. The
approach exploits external data related to the class-conditional demand distribution to measure
model performance with external data (Ulrich, Jahnke, Langrock, Pesch, & Senge, 2021). This
approach contrasts with traditional CBM approaches that rely on the efficiency of predictions as
the only benchmark for model selection.
People have underappreciated machine learning’s ability to make data-driven
predictions, but companies are now starting to realize the potential it holds and are investing
more in this technology. Other significant technologies that are still catching up with speed
include deep learning. Deep learning is a part of machine learning that involves deep neural
networks (DNNs). The scientific terms “DNN” and “deep learning” are often used
interchangeably, although not precisely the same. Deep learning can be applied to many fields,
including image recognition, voice recognition, video analysis, language translation, and more
(Poler & Mula, 2011). These applications are extensive and can be used in various industries; for
example, Google uses deep learning techniques for image recognition to serve up relevant
images in its search results page. Thus, the business is not limited to any form of AI or machine
language aid for supply and demand issues during forecasting.
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Chapter 3 – Project Description
In this project, the sales and demand forecasting dataset of Rossman will be used. Rossman is
one of the largest drug store chains in Europe, with stores in Germany, Poland, Hungry, Turkey, Spain,
etc. The store has provided the dataset for the community to perform the task of demand forecasting.
Currently, store managers of each store try to forecast their daily sales for six weeks; however, it is a
tedious task and takes a lot of human resources. The results of the manual forecasting are not that great
and varied across store branches due to the interpretation of each manager. There are many factors in
the dataset that might impact sales, for example, promotions, seasonality, competitions, and locality. In
this project, a demand forecasting model will be built to predict the sales happening across each store in
the future. Preprocessing will also be done on the dataset before modeling, including handling the
outliers and missing values and performing spectral analysis. The trends and patterns across the data
will be looked into, such as sales, seasonality, and the impact of other economic factors.
The process started with the foundation blocks – understanding the project’s background,
problem, and goals. Afterward, it is essential to acknowledge the data attributes and their description.
Furthermore, data preparation was performed to clean the data and prepare it for analysis and
modeling. Below is the entire modeling process diagram.
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Chapter 4 – Analysis & Modeling
This section analyzes the data using various exploratory data analysis techniques. Different
machine learning models are fitted on the Rossman sales dataset to forecast the sales based on
combinations of predictors.

4.1 Exploratory Data Analysis and Visualization
The training dataset has 172817 samples, none sold, and the store is closed. The model is being
built to forecast the sale; thus, irrelevant samples are eliminated. The date column contains date data but
is an object type, so it must be converted to the date-time format. There are no missing values in this
dataset. The data preparation procedures ensure that the data is appropriate for applying the various
analytical techniques such as visualizations and model fitting.

4.1.1 Visualizations Based on Weekdays
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Compared to other days of the week, the 7th day of the week shows minimal variation. The
number of days on the seventh is relatively low compared to the other days, yet the average sales and
the average number of customers are pretty high. One possible reason is that customers search for a
particular commodity necessary for survival on Sundays.

It is expected that retailers will have more customers and generate more sales in December
(during the Christmas season). It is worth noting that there’s another much smaller peak in April/May.
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4.1.2 Visualizations Based on Running Promotions

There is a remarkable variation in sales volume when product promotion was done and incidences
where no promotion was run. The median sales under product promotion were significantly higher than
those under no promotion. The lower quartiles for sales under promotion exceeded the median sales
under no promotion. Therefore, the sales promotion variable appears to be a possible predictor of the
sales volumes.
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There is a noticeable difference in the median number of customers realized under sales
promotion and the turnout under no sales promotion.

4.1.3 Visualizations Based on State Holidays
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People are more likely to buy more over the Christmas and Easter holidays; therefore, sales and
customer visits are higher. However, there is minor variation in public choice during these festivals.
Individuals tend to buy a specific range and type of goods; however, the opposite behavior is observed
when there is no holiday.

4.1.4 Visualizations Based on School Holidays
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There is not much difference in the number of customers and sales volumes realized during the
closure of public schools. The table below shows a summary of the statistics.
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count
mean
sd
min
25%
50%
75%
max

Store

DayOfWeek

Sales

Customers

Promo

School Holiday

844338
558
322
1
280
558
837
1115

844338
4
2
1
2
3
5
7

844338
6956
3104
46
4859
6369
8360
41551

844338
763
401
8
519
676
893
7388

844338
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

844338
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

It appears that there are fewer competitors near Ross man’s store. Despite several competitors
being located near Ross man’s store, the sale is considerably superior to the competition. Perhaps this is
due to higher service quality, better customer behavior, and, last but not least, product quality.
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4.1.5 Visualizations Based on Store Type

Store type d has a significantly more sales volume, but the variability is low because consumers
buy a specific set of things. Store types a and c have the same sales, although they are fewer than store
type d. The smallest is the b type store, which has a lot of variation. Perhaps this type of establishment is
found in a rural or suburban setting. As expected, the d type has a more significant sales rate than the a
and c types, while the b type has a relatively low sales rate.

4.1.6 Visualizations Based on Assortment
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It is fascinating to see that the lines of assortment type a and type c are nearly parallel, i.e., both
have the same average number of customers, but type c has more significant sales. In addition, type c has
the highest sales rate.

4.1.7 Visualizations Based on Continuing Promotions
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In the first graphic, the lines overlap at the start, but higher up the graph, they diverge, with the
0 assigned line displaying larger sales for the same number of clients. The box plot reveals that the sales
rate for stores continuing the promotion is high, although the difference is negligible. In the last graph,
there is still a line divergence, and the minimum number of customers for the 1 assigned line is lower than
for the 0 assigned line.

4.1.8 Visualizations Based on Promotion Intervals

The sales rate is pretty the same across different promotion intervals.
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Sales and customer numbers will be strong throughout November and December. Sales are also
high during the summer season.

4.2 Modeling
After analyzing the data, it is now time to model the data accordingly and predict the demand.
The modeling process involves checking the normality of data and then building the model and evaluating
its accuracy and sensitivity. This will be performed using three different algorithms.
To start modeling, the normality of data has to be checked. Below is the normality of the data.
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Because the data in some of the columns are reasonably skewed, the issue of non-normality
should be dealt with. This step is optional, although normally dispersed data produces superior results.
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The log transformations help achieve approximate normality with the competition distance and
sales variables.

4.2.1 Model Building: Random Forest Regressor
The dataset was split into training, and the testing dataset and the training model were created
using backend threading with 32 concurrent networks.

4.2.2 Model Evaluation: Random Forest Regressor
The model evaluation is performed using the MSE and the RMSE criteria. Root mean squared error
854.286 and random forest score of 0.9295. The squared value of 0.92 for the random forest prediction
is quite impressive in predictive accuracy. The mean squared error of 0.2937 for 17 trees is low, indicating
that the model might have high accuracy.
Predict sales and test the accuracy of the model on the training dataset. Below are essential
attributes according to the model.
Avg_Customers
Promo
Med_Customers
Max_Customers
DayOfWeek
Min_Customers
Std_Customers
Day
Week

0.14391
0.14350
0.11687
0.10610
0.08529
0.07261
0.05172
0.04274
0.03444
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Log_CompetitionDistance
Month
MonthCompetitionOpen
WeekPromoOpen
StoreType_d
Store

0.02387
0.02106
0.02025
0.01873
0.01668
0.01421

4.2.3 Model Predictions: Random Forest Regressor

0
1
2
3
4
...
126646
126647
126648
126649
126650

Sales
4880.00000
11791.00000
10209.00000
4915.00000
6457.00000
...
7222.00000
10666.00000
5990.00000
6884.00000
4817.00000

Sales_prediction
5657.00000
12310.00000
9307.00000
4966.00000
7613.00000
...
6716.00000
8355.00000
4975.00000
5372.00000
7817.00000
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The histogram of residuals is symmetrical around the mean, implying that the residuals are
normally distributed. Dropping any of the very low assigned weightage columns can further improve the
model. Scale the entire dataset using standard normalization and perform parameters fine-tuning.

4.2.4 Predictions using the XGBoost Algorithm
Gradient Boosting Tree, like other boosting methods, creates decision trees. Gradient Boosting
Tree’s primary notion is to generate the tree as an optimization procedure on an appropriate cost
function. We may start our optimization loss function with this concept, which is crucial for optimizing the
final parameters. It’s difficult to define our loss function in a random forest tree. The default loss function
optimizes the mean absolute error, whereas the competition score is computed using the root mean
square percentage error. A false loss function will skew the prediction parameters. Finally, the Gradient
Boosting Tree was chosen.
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The XGboost algorithm yields the following results for variable importance in descending
ascending order. The top five most important variables were the competition distance, running
promotion, store type, day of the week, and competition open since the year.

The XGboost algorithm yields the following results for variable importance in descending
ascending order. The mtry (number of predictors to employ each split) and number of trees were tweaked
in a 3-fold XGBoost model that outperforms the linear model. Even at the best set parameters (mtry = 6,
trees = 900), the model continues to train, implying that it might be further tuned to yield a lower RMSE.
The model received an RMSPE of 0.166, putting it in the top 500 models. The top five most important
variables were the competition distance, running promotion, store type, day of the week, and competition
open since the year.

4.2.5 Linear Regression
A three-fold cross-validation linear regression model with regularization performs poorly on the
training dataset because it fails to find linear relationships between the target variables and predictors.
The model has an RMSPE of 0.38, putting it in the top 7000 models.
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##
## actuals

actuals predicted
1.0000000 0.7488522

## predicted 0.7488522 1.0000000

The multiple linear regression model had an accuracy of 74.89%; this figure is not very reliable for
forecasting purposes.
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4.3 Discussion
The study’s primary goal was to examine the performance of machine learning models such as
the random forest, linear regression modeling, and the XGboost algorithm in predicting sales for the
Rossman dataset. The pros and demerits of each model are examined using both research reviews and
empirical findings from the study as empirical evidence.
Model
Random Forest Model
Linear Regression Model
XGBoost Algorithm

RMSPE
0.204
0.38
0.166

MAE
35
57
29

MAPE
8.1
15.4
7.2

The research used both unsupervised and supervised learning techniques, such as the random
forest model and the XGboost algorithm, and supervised learning techniques, such as the linear regression
model. The MSE and MAPE error measurements were used to calculate the model’s overall performance
scores. The study found that the XGboost algorithm produces more accurate forecasts than the random
forest and linear regression models. Because the XGboost algorithm is unsupervised, it offers a significant
advantage in that the forecast is not based on previous observations. The XGboost technique is easier to
use than the random forest model and takes less time to set up.
The XGboost technique is less time-consuming to construct than the random forest model. It has
a surprising ability to master real-time dynamics and improve pattern identification and prediction from
the current window.
The model and parametric assumptions such as normality may limit the use of the linear
regression model. Both the XGboost algorithm and the random forest models can be used to estimate
sales and other variables, but it is clear that these two algorithms require a lot of data to make reliable
predictions. The models are also quite computationally complex. Finding a more straightforward approach
to implement the XGboost algorithm in Python or R would vastly enhance algorithmic sales volume
forecasting.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
Formulating a statistically efficient technique for predicting sales volumes will be a huge step
forward in supply chain management. Regarding their use in option price prediction, the study examines
the innovative XGboost algorithm, the random forest model, and the linear regression models. Compared
to supervised learning techniques, algorithmic forecasting techniques prove significantly more efficient.
The validation dataset supports the XGboost algorithm, outperforming the rival linear regression model
in this scenario.
To conclude, the unsupervised learning using the XGBoost technique was the most accurate
because of its ability to master real-time dynamics and improve pattern identification and prediction from
the current window. It is pretty computationally tricky; however, with the right amount of training data,
it will be much more accurate and an excellent forecast to estimate demand and plan for resources in
advance.
The only limitation faced during this research and implementation was knowledge for time-series
analysis. If the study was done in a more extended period and with additional data, the results would
improve efficiency and accuracy.

5.2 Recommendations
The recommendation to go forward is that the computing resources are limited and for this to
work on a large scale, it will require additional resources. Therefore, running this in a cloud environment
will perform faster and better. The data also needs to be increased, and this model should be run on
different data sets to test its efficiency and accuracy.

5.3 Future Work
I have already started implementing this model in my organization’s user acceptance testing
environment. I will hopefully optimize it to move it to production with the necessary ROI and approvals in
terms of future work and plans. There are many opportunities to put this into production as the
organization is a global and diverse company working in many fields, including supply chain retail, etc.
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